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The Computer Sciences and Data Systems Technical Symposium was
held to respond to the communications challenges posed by the rapidly
advancing technical arena surrounding NASA personnel. This was the
second meeting in what will be periodic gatherings. The intended
purpose of these meetings is to bring NASA people together to present
their progress, to air their thinking and, in general, to discuss the
nature and results of their work within the agency on a wholly technical
level. These meetings are not intended as a forum for program reviews,
budget presentations or advocacy hearings.
NASA personnel have long been recognized as prolific contributors
to the journals of technical societies and organizations within the aero-
space community. Symposiums such as this one, organized to improve
the interchange of technical information and understanding within NASA,
have resulted in valuable connections. These meetings will be continued.
The Proceedinqs of the April 1985 Computer Sciences and Data Systems
Technical Symposium are presented to provide a legacy for the latest
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THE NEED TO INCREASE THE INFORMATION RETURN FROM SPACE-BORNE
IMAGING SYSTEMS HAS GROWN DRAMATICALLY DURING THE PAST DECADE.
THE GROWTH IN THE USE OF MULTISPECTRAL DATA HAS RESULTED IN
THE NEED FOR GREATER SPATIAL RESOLUTION AND SPECTRAL COVERAGE.
INCREASES IN RESOLUTION, FIELD OF VIEW AND NUMBER OF SPECTRAL
BANDS HAVE ALL POINTED IN THE SAME DIRECTION...TOWARD INCREASED
DATA RATES AND HIGHER BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS. FURTHERMORE,
THE DATA RATE IMPLIED BY THESE IMPROVED PERFORMANCE CHARAC-
TERISTICS CAN BE EXPECTED TO GROW MORE RAPIDLY THAN SPACECRAFT
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITIES. ALTHOUGH THE TELECOMMUNICA-
TIONS CAPABILITY PEANNED THROUGH THE 1980S IS RELATIVELY LARGE,
FEASIBILITY STUDIES ON SOLID STATE MULTISPECTRAL IMAGING
INSTRUMENTS IN SUPPORT OF LAND OBSERVING SYSTEMS, USING CHARGE
COUPLED DEVICES (CCD) TECHNOLOGY, UNCOVER DATA RATES THAT
EXCEED THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CHANNEL CAPACITY. 0NBOARD
SIGNAL/DATA PROCESSING WILL PLAY A PIVOTAL ROLE IN SATISFYING
THE NEED FOR MORE INFORMATION BY UTILIZING THE AVAILABLE COM-
MUNICATION CHANNEL AT HIGHER EFFICIENCY.
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO ADVANCE THE STATE-OF-THE-
ART IN ONBOARD IMAGE DATA PROCESSING AND STORAGE THROUGH THE
USE OF ADVANCE GAAs INTEGRATED CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY, AS GAAs
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY MATURES, IT WILL BE ADVANTAGEOUS
FOR SMART SENSOR SIGNAL PROCESSING, WHERE THE HARDWARE REQUIRE-
MENT IS HIGH DATA RATE PROCESSING, AT LOW POWER AND INCLUDING
RADIATION TOLERANCE,
FUTURE PLANS
THE OBJECTIVE OF AN EXISTING CONTRACT WITH ROCKWELL INTER-
NATIONAL IS TO MANUFACTURE A MICROPROCESSOR CHIP SET USING
GAAs, THIS CHIP SET, WHEN FUNCTIONING TOGETHER ON A SINGLE
CIRCUIT BOARD, WILL PERFORM HIGH DATA RATE IMAGE PROCESSING
ALGORITHMS, THE INITIAL CHIP SET WOULD CONSIST OF FOUR DEVICE
TYPES WITH THE ABILITY TO ADD FAMILY PARTS AS FUTURE SYSTEM
DEMANDS REQUIRE, THE DEVICE TYPES WOULD INCLUDE: CONTROL
SEQUENCER WITH ROM, 8 BIT SLICE GENERAL PROCESSOR, I/0 AND
INTERRUPT CONTROLLER, AND A GENERAL PURPOSE RAM. THIS CHIP
SET USING GAAs TECHNOLOGY WOULD PRODUCE A FUNCTIONAL COMPUTER
SYSTEM OPERATING WITH A 5 NANOSECOND MICROCYCLE TIME, IN
1985, THE CHIP SET ARCHITECTURE WILL BE DEFINED, AND THE CHIP
2-33
.I
SET CRITICAL SPEED PATH ANALYZED TO ATTAIN A SYSTEM CLOCK
RATE OF NO LESS THAN 200 MHZ, FOLLOWING TASKS WILL INCLUDE
CHIP SET DESIGN, LAYOUT AND FABRICATION, FINALLY, THE CHIP
SET WILL BE INTEGRATED ONTO A SINGLE CIRCUIT BOARD WITH THE
CONTROL SEQUENCER, R0M MASK PROGRAMMED TO PERFORM AN IMAGING
PROCESSING FUNCTION, WHEN CONFIGURING TWO 8-BIT SLICES OF
THE GENERAL PROCESSOR, THE CHIP SET ARCHITECTURE WILL DEMON-
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MICROPROCESSOR- ARRAY PROCESSOR(MP-AP) CONCEPT
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FIBER OPTIC DATA SYSTEMS
N87- 29152
R. Hartenstein
NASA Goddard Space Fliqht Center
April 17, 1985
Abstract
This paper is an overview of a continuing data system architecture
development effort that started at GSFC with OAST support approximately
three years ago. The paper also provides accomplishments and states of
the OAST effort and a brief comment on possible future directions. The
Space Station Focused Technology (SSFT) program has picked up support
of this effort and that portion will be addressed during the SSFT discus-
sions.
The Star bus was originally chosen for investigation because it
seemed to offer unique features unavailable with other topologies. It
offered a broadcast mode where everyone received the message at the same
time and users could come and go at will without affecting the rest of the
system in any way. In order to address the reliability issue, we insti-
tuted both a component qualification program and redundancy techniques
in the BIU design. The major effort in developing a data network has
been the FODS contract at Sperry Flight Systems in Phoenix, Arizona.
The FODS (Fiber Optic Demonstration System) consists of a fully redundant
Star Network with a 100 megabit signaling frequency. The paper pre-
sents some performance data on the access protocol utilized and compares
it with other access protocols. The status of the qualification effort is
presented showing the successful qualification testing of cables, connectors,
and some LEDs and PIN diodes. The point of the future directions charts
is that we must begin seriously dealina with multiple topologies and methods
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ADVANCED LOCAL AREA NETWORKCONCEPTS
This technology development program for onboard Local Area Network (LAN)
Concepts is based on a balance of academic studies of new protocol and
topology through university grants together with in-house analysis and
development of simulation tools. In-house simulation of LAN concepts is
being backed up by analytic performance models. Another major element of
this program is the constant review of the current outside literature on
LAN analysis and the review of the Space Station Data System Architecture
Study reports.
Development of a good model of the data traffic requirements for LANs
onboard the Space Station is a driving problem in this work. A parame-,
terized workload model is under development with its structure to be
circulated for comments to other NASA researchers, the potential user
community, and the system development contractors. An analysis contract
has been started specifically to capture the distributed DrocessinG
requirements for the Space Station and then to develop a Lop level_model
to simulate how various processing scenarios can handle the workload and
what data communication patterns result.
Most of the studies are ongoing and the material presented here should be
taken as only a sampling of the work. Attached are three distinct items:
(1) a summary of the "Local Area Network Extensible Simulator II Require-
ments Specification", (2) excerpts from a recent Stanford University grant
report by M. M. Nassehi, F. A. Tobagi, and M. E. Marhic, "Topological
Design of Fiber Optic Local Area Networks with Application to Expressnet",
and (3) as an appendix, from a Santa Clara University grant, Prof. T. J.
Healy, "Coding and Decoding for Code Division Multiple User Systems,"







LOCAL AREA NETWORK EXTENSIBLE SIMULATOR
(LANES)
OBJECTIVE: TO PROVIDE A SIMULATION MODELING CAPABILITY OF
ONBOARD LOCAL AREA NETWORK (LAN) CONCEPTS WITH
AI_ffLIUAIIUN IU iill- :_HAUI- 31AIIUN UAIA 3"1"311:N
JUSTIFICATION: TO PROVIDE FOR DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNICAL
INTERCHANGE OF VIABLE SPACE STATION LAN DATA
SYSTEM CONCEPTS THROUGH SIMULATION MODELING
APPROACH:DEVELOP A VERSATILE MODEL OF LAN TECHNOLOGY
THROUGH IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ISO-OSI NETWORK
PARADIGM USING STATE-OF-THE-ART MEDIA ACCESS
RULES AND PHYSICAL LAYER TOPOLOGIES.
TECH TRANSFER: DELIVER SIMULATION CAPABILITY FOR EXPERIMENTATION
THROUGH REMOTE ACCESS OF LANES VIA TELENET
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THE USER INTERFACE ALLOWS THE EXPERIMENTER TO:
0 CONSTRUCT ALTERNATIVE NETWORKCONFIGURATIONS
0 SELECTIVELY COLLECT AND ANALYSE DATA
n CONSTRUCT AND RUN MULTIPLE SEQUENTIAL EXPERIMENTS
THE USER INTERFACE PROVIDES:
0 USE OF "MENU" SYSTEM TO MANIPULATE LANES PARAMETERS
0 AN ON-LINE "HELP" UTILITY




DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS SERVICE
COLLECTION SERVICES: STATION LEVEL
[i NUMBER OF OCCURRANCES OF ELEVEN PARAMETERS
I] MAXIMUM. MINIMUM, AND MEAN VALUE OF ELEVEN PARAMETERS
[1 INTERVAL BASED COLLECTION OF TWENTY-ONE PARAMETERS
O EVENT TIME TRACES OF ALL STATION ACTIVITY
COLLECTION SERVICES: NETWORK LEVEL
I] NUMBER OF OCCURRANCES OF ELEVEN PARAMETERS
I] MINIMUM, MAXIMUM AND MEAN VALUES OF TEN PARAMETERS
I] INTERVAL BASED COLLECTION OF TWENTY-ONE PARAMETERS
ANALYSIS SERVICES:
g NETWORK THROUGHPUT EFFICIENCY
8 TOTAL BUS UTILIZATION
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Topological Design of Fiber Optics Local Area Networks
With Application to Expressnet °
by
M. Mehdi Nassehi, Fouad A. Tobagi and Michel E. Marhict
Computer Systems Laboratory
Department of Electrical Engineering
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305
Abstract
The use of fiber optics technology as a transmission medium in Local Area Networks
(LAN's) brings about primarily three benefits: high bandwidth, inmmnity to electromag-
netic interference, and light weight. But in (multi-tapped) passive broadcast bus con-
figurations, the characteristics of certain fiber optics components that are needed, (such
as reciprocity and excess loss in optical taps,) place severe constraints which must be
taken into account in the topological design of such networks. These constraints manifest
themselves in the form of a limitation on the nlaxinmm number of stations that a partic-
ular network configuration can support, given the components' characteristics ,'rod special
requirements introduced by the access scheme. In this paper we provide a general and
unified approach to the power budget analysis and optimization problem, and apply the
technique to the study of a number of interesting high-performance LAN's, among others,
Expressnet.
*This work was SUl)i)ortcd by the NationM Aeronautics _uld Space Administration under Contracts NASA-
NAG-2-292 oald NASA-NAGW-419. M. Mchdi Na._schi is on ;ui IBM Graduate Fclh)wship.
ton h:avc from Northwestern Univcr._ity, Dept. of Elcctric_d Engineering told ComI)utcr Science, Evanston,
IL, 60201.
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VI. Conclusion
A number of configurations for fiber-optics implementation of Expressnet, and other
related networks, were presented. Based on a unified approach, the maximum number of
stations Nm_, that each of these configurations can support was computed.
For local area networks such as Expressnet, it proved useful to make a distinction
between the connectivity requirement needed for broadcast comnmnication and the//near
ordering requirement needed for access control. Such a distinction allowed us to consider
configurations consisting of two separate subnetworks: one called the data subnetwork
satisfying the connectivity requirement, and the other called the control subnetwork satis-
fying the linear ordering requirement. The topology of the control subnetwork is inherently
//near. When the topology of the data (collection) subnetwork is linear, then the latter
automatically satisfies the linear ordering requirement and a separate control subnetwork
becomes unnecessary.
The numerical results have shown that, with multimode fibers, high-cost components,
and uniform optimization of couplers, all fiber-optics configurations implementing Express-
net can support more than 50 stations, with the exception of the all-linear configuration
(i.e., linear collection and linear distribution) which can support 30 stations. For config-
urations in which the data (collection) subnetworks do not have a linear topology (i.e.,
tree, star, or compound), the number of stations that these data subnetworks can sup-
port (discarding the control suhnetwork) far exceed 50, reaching several hundreds. The
limitation of 50 to 70 stations, depending on the data rate (50 Mhps to 200 Mbps,) is
then imposed by the linear control subnetwork. For components with mid-range parame-
ters, only data subnetworks with the star topology and compound topologies (with large
funneling width) can support large nmnbers (also in the hundreds). All others including
the linear control subnetwork can hardly reach 10. Low cost components in all cases are
totally inappropriate.
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The numerical results have also shownthat individual optimization substantially im-
proves the number of stations, doubling it in many cases(obviously, with the exception
of the star network where no 2 × 2 coupler is used.) It wasobserved that the singlemode
fiber technology does not outperform the multimode case,despite the lower excess-lossof
couplers in the former. This is due to the fact that the amount of optical power that can
be injected into a singlemodefiber is significantly smaller than what can be injected into
a multimode fiber.
From these results, it is clear that there axeconfigurations in which one cansupport a
significant number of stations, ,xndthat the main limitation comesfrom the linear ordering
requirement imposedby the scheme.This suggeststhat the useof repeaterson the (fiber-
optics) linear control subnetwork may be necessaryto increasethe maximum number of
stations. This also suggeststhat, if one uses a medium other than fiber-optics (such
as twisted-pair and coaxial cable) to implement the control subnetwork, then one could
support a nmch larger number of stations than indicated.
The numerical resultsobtained for the data subnetworks,(excluding the control subnet-
work,) areuseful asthey pertain to networks basedon demandassignmentaccessschemes
that do not have the linear ordering requirement. Examplesare PODA [34] and IIAM [35]
both of which achievea high utilization of bandwidth by employing a reservation tech-
nique. Unfortunately theseschemestend to be more complex than the Expressnet access























Fig. 4 UBS configuration used with Expressnet.
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Fig. 7 Star configuration (S/C).
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Coding and Decoding for Code Division Multiple User
Communication Systems Art'S"
TIMOTHY J. HEALY, SEN,O. MEMSER, IEEE '_ _'S "D _>_7 '_
Abstract--A new algorithm is introduced which decodes code division
multiple user communication signals. The algorithm makes use of the
distinctive form or pattern of each signal to separate it from the
composite signal created by the multiple users. Although the algorithm is
presented in terms of frequency-bopped signals, the actual transmitter
modulator can use any of the existing digital modulation techniques. The
algorithm is applicable to error-free codes or to codes where controlled
interference is permitted, it can be used when block synchronization is
assumed, and in some cases when it is not. The paper also discusses
briefly some of the codes which can be used in connection with the
algorithm, and relates the algorithm to past studies which use other
approaches to the same problem.
1. INTRODUCTION
HE primary purpose of this paper is to introduce a new
algorithm for decoding signals in a code division multiple
user communication system. We also discuss some concepts
relating to coding for such systems, review some past work in
coding and decoding, and show the relation of this work to
the new algorithm introduced here.
The coding and decoding discussed here are applicable to
many forms of multiple user systems, including many-to-one
systems, usually referred to as "multiple access" systems, one-
to-many, usuaUy called "broadcast" systems, and any combina-
tions of these. Code division multiple user communications
can be an attractive alternative to other multiple user systems
employing division over time or frequency if the system has
a large number of customers with low duty cycles, so that a
relatively small fraction of the customers are active users
at any one time. In such situations it may not be desirable to
dedicate a time or frequency slot to each customer.
Quite a bit of work has been done in this field m the past
five years. Although this work is usually done for multiple
access environments, it is very often applicable to other multi-
pie user configurations also. The basic scheme discussed here
was apparently first proposed by Viterbi 114]. The idea was
then extended by Goodman, Henry and Prabhu [51. Some
approaches to coding were discussed by Einarsson [3]. An
improvement in the decoding algorithm was proposed by
Timor [12]. In addition to the above applications-related
studies, a number of information-theoretic studies relating
to this field have also been carried out, including [1], [2],
[41, [81,and [10].
The decoding in the application studies above is accom-
plished by an approach which we shall refer to here as "'address
decoding." This paper introduces an alternative decoding
algorithm which we refer to as "composition decoding,"
for reasons which will be discussed shortly. This algorithm
is more powerful than address decoding in the latter's original
Paper approved by the Editor for Communication Theory of the IEEE
Communications Society for publication after presentation at IEEE GLOBE-
COM, San Diego, CA, December 1983. Manuscript received October 24,
1983; revised August 1, 1984. This work was supported by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration under Grant NCC2-128.
The author is with the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science, University of Santa Clara, Santa Clara. CA 95053.
form, but is essentially equivalent to the extended algorithm
of Timor [12].
The algorithm introduced here can be used with error-free
codes or with codes where controlled interference is per-
mitted. It can be applied in situations where block synchroniza-
tion is required, or it can be used where block synchronization
is not available.
We begin by introducing the assumed channel model in
Section 1I. In Section 111 the signaling scheme is introduced,
and a definition which is important to the description of the
composition decoding algorithm is given. The algorithm is
described in Section IV. The problem of generating codes is
discussed in Section V, and the new algorithm is related to
address decoding. Error correction approaches are raised in
" ......... and Sectio;_ VII gives a number of possible ap-O_'_LIUIL ¥ 1,
plications of code division multiple user coding.
II. THE MULTIPLE USER COMMUNICATION CHANNEL
In this section we describe the multiple user channel
configuration, and make a number of assumptions about
the channel.
A. System Configuration
The general multiple user communication channel con-
sidered here is shown in Fig. 1.
In the multiple access configuration there is more than
one source, but only one receiver. In the broadcast mode
there is just one source, but more than one receiver. The
codes described in this paper are applicable to any of these
forms, or to any combination of them, where k and s either
are fixed over the life of the system, or are dynamic.
B. Assumptions
The channel assumed here is a so-called "'OR" channel,
in which the channel output is a zero (or a "space") if all
of the inputs are zero, that is, it none of the k users radiates
a signal into the channel, and the channel output is a one (or
a "'mark") it" one or more of the users radiates into the channel.
In a logical sense this is equivalent to an "inclusive or" opera-
tion. The output is zero only if all inputs are zero. Otherwise
it is a one.
Other channels might be considered for the coding scheme
introduced here. For example, an "'adder" channel tells the
receiver how many users radiated into the channel. This infor-
mation can be used to increase the overall rate at which data
are transferred. Nonetheless, the OR channel was selected here
because it is simple, and because it is robust in a noisy environ-
ment. The general coding and decoding technique could be
extended to other channels ff desired.
We also assume block synchronization at first, but this is
relaxed later in the paper.
[II. THE SIGNALING SCHEME
This section describes the signaling which is assumed here.
and introduces a definition which is important to the dis-
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The basic signaling technique considered in this paper is a
frequency hopping scheme, shown in Fig. 2. During each of r
time periods in a block of time of length T. a given user
transmits exactly one signal burst of one frequency, indexed
from 1 to m. Thus, each user creates a block of "'on-off" or
"'mark-space" signals which represent the message to be sent.
Each of the other users in the multiple access system simul-
taneously transmits some other block. The blocks which are
transmitted are taken from a codebook which gives unique
codewords or patterns to each user. The blocks are combined
in the OR channel to form what we shall refer to here as a
"composite signal." The task of the receiver is to deduce
from the composite signal which blocks must have been
sent by which users. It must do this without error, in the
noise-free case, in spite of the fact that some users will, in
general, radiate into the same cell in Fig. 2 at the same time,
causing interference or a "'hit." This paper shows how a de-
coding algorithm can accomplish this error-free decoding with
reasonable efficiency. We refer to this as "'composition decod-
ing."
The signahng scheme has been described above as a fre-
quency-hopping technique. However, it is important to under-
stand that it is by no means essential that the final modulation
stage in an actual transmitter be a frequency hopper. While
it is convenient to describe the coding and decoding steps from
the frequency-hopping viewpoint, the actual signal could be
transmitted over the desired channel by any desired modulation
scheme. For example, the m by r signal matrix could be trans-
mitted as a binary sequence of length mr using bmary phase
shift keying by simply stringing out the binary elements of
the matrix, one row at a time.
We assume first that the system has both block and bit
synchronization. Block synchronization means that each of
the users transmits in the same relative time frame. Everyone
USER SYSTEMS
transmits the first frequency in its codeword at tile same time,
from the receiver's perspective, the second frequency next,
etc. Bit synchronization means that there is no overlap of
signal duration from one signaling time to the next. Thus, bits
which are contiguous in time do not interfere.
We also assume that adjacent channel interference and inter-
symbol interference can be neglected. The result of the above
assumptions is that the only interference effect considered
here is simultaneous use of the same channel. We shall refer
to this phenomenon as a "hit." This is a normal and expected
phenomenon, the effects of which are eliminated by the
decoding algorithm.
B. Interference-Free Codebooks
To illustrate the operation of the system, we give next a
very basic example. We assume that there are just two users,
called X and Y, which can send either of two messages, called
.4 and B. The chosen code uses four frequency slots (m = 4)
and two time slots (r = 2). Each of the users is assigned a
codeword for each message. Each codeword has a certain
number of terms or "'elements" which are the frequencies
transmitted in each of the time slots. A listing of the code-
words assigned to the users is called a "codebook." The
codebook for this example is given in Table I. For example,
the element pair "1, 3" in the table means that user Y sends
message A by transmitting frequency 1 in time slot 1 and
frequency 3 in time slot 2. In Fig. 3 we show the composite
signal matrices seen by the receiver for the four possible com-
binations of messages sent by the two users.
The expression XA - YB means that user X sent message
A and user Y sent message B.
At this point we introduce a definition which concerns
codebooks, and which we will need later when we introduce
the decoding algorithm.
De.tinition 1: A codebook is said to be "interference-free"
if every codeword has at least one element which does not
belong to any composite to which the codeword itself does
not belong.
The codewords in Table 1 were carefully chosen so that the
codebook would be interference-free.
(An alternate possible name for codes defined above as
interference-free is "salient" codes, taken from the fact that
each codeword has at least one salient or distinctive feature.)
If the codebook is changed to that shown in Table 1I,
we no longer have an interference-free code. For example,
codeword YA does not )lave an element which does not
belong to the composite XB - YB. We say then that the
codeword YA has been "'masked" by tile interference be-
cause the composite contains all of the elements of the code-
word. We shall see later that it is impossible for the basic de-
coding algorithm to eliminate a codeword which has been
masked, and hence, an error is made.
If we wish to add more users or messages to the system,
that is, enlarge the codebook, the codebook becomes very
complex.
In the initial description of the coding scheme and the de-
coding algorithm, the channel is assumed to be noise-free,
so that the description can concentrate on the interference-
rejection features of the system. Also, it is common to assume
in many multiple user systems that the interference effects
dominate noise. However, later it is shown that the algorithm
can be modified to correct for random errors in a noisy en-
vironment.
IV. ]HE COMPOSITION DECODING ALGORITHM
In this section we introduce an efficient algorithm to de-
tect multiple user signals of the form assumed in this paper.
We also briefly describe a variation of the algorithm which
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XA - YA XA - YB XB - YA XB - YB
Fig. 3. Composite signal matrices seen by receiver.
TABLE 11
A CODEBOOK WHICH IS NOT INTERFERENCE-FREE
Memsage User X User Y
A 1,3 2,4
B 2,3 1,4
A. The Decoding Task
It is possible to use brute force techniques to decode a
composite signal, but the required systematic searches of all
possible composites make the approach quite mapractical.
Let us return to Fig. 2 to consider the dilemnta faced by
the receiver. Suppose that it finds that a particular square in
the matrix is filled. It does not know how many users or which
users radiated into that particular square. It is confused by the
mutual interference phenomenon. The solution is suggested
by an earlier theoretical study [8]. There it was shown that
reformation is transferred to the receiver only if zero or one
user radiates into a given square. ]he solution to the decoding
problem is to concentrate not on the filled squares, but on the
empty squares. Empty squares contain a great deal of informa-
tion. They tell us that the set of messages sent does not
include any message with an element in that particular time
and Jrequency square When we realize this. the decoding
algorithnt becomes quite simple.
B. The Composition Decoding Algorithm
We introduce the term "'composition decoding algorithm"
to identify the procedure described next. The receiver suc-
cessively considers each time segment in the block (the
colunms m Fig. 2). To begin, it looks at the first column, noting
which frequency squares are spaces. It then goes through the
codebook and deletes every codeword winch has an element
corresponding to a space in the received composite signal,
since these codewords could not have belonged to the set
which made up the true composite signal. It then goes to the
next time segment and repeats the process, deleting more
codewords. After it has done this for all r time segments,
there can be one and only one message left in each of the
columns of the reduced codebook, and this message is that
which the indicated user sent. lhe algorithm has successfully
decoded the multiple access signal in spite of the mutual
interference. We shall next prove that the algorithm cannot
fail to correctly decode the composite signal if the code is
interference-free.
C 77re Decoding Algorithm Theorem
VCe assume the following situation. "lhe active users each
select one codeword and transmil it. "lhc receiver sccs a
composite signal. For the particular received composite, the
actual codewords which were sent by the users are called
proper codewords.'" This set will in general change every
time block of length T as users select new messages to send.
The codewords which did not make up a particular composite
are called "improper codewords.'"
Theorem 1: For the algorithm to decode composite mes-
sages successfully, producing an error-free message set, it is
a necessary and sufficient condition that the codebook he
interference-free.
Sufficiency Proof. The algorithm removes only those
codewords which have elements which are spaces in the
composite signal. But proper codewords create marks where
their elements appear. Hence, the algorithm cannot remove
any proper codewords. Furthermore, every improper code-
word must, by the definition of an interference-free code-
book, have at least one element where the composite has a
space. The algorithm will remove all of these improper code-
words. Thus, an interference-free codebook is sufficient for
yidlding an error-free message set.
NecessiO' Proof: If the codebook is not interference-
free. the algorithm will still leave all of the proper code-
words in the reduced codebook. }lowever, it will also leave
all of those improper codewords which do not have at least
one element witicil does not belong tu the _,ompositc in
question. }tence, a unique and unambiguous message set is
not obtained, and the condition is seen to be necessary.
D. The Decoding Algorithm tor an ADDER Channel
In an ADDER channel it is assumed that the receiver knows
how many users radiate into a given signal element. For this
channel the decoding algorithm is exactly the same as above.
If the code is interference-free and there is no noise, there
can be no errors. The advantage of the ADDER channel is in
its enhanced ability to correct errors due to interference and
noise.
V. THE GENERATION OF INTERFERENCE-FREE CODES
If the decoding algorithm is to decode composite signals
successfully, it is necessary that interference-free codes be
obtained. In this section we briefly introduce some codes
which we claim to be interference-free. Because the primary
focus of this paper is the decoding algorithm, we will not
prove here that the codes are interference-free. This proof
will be given m a subsequent paper which will focus on the
generation of codes. We also consider the relation of these
codes to other codes which have been reported in the litera-
ture.
A. Prime Number Cbdes
Tables 111 and IV give examples of two simple interference-
free codes. ]he reader may wish to verify that these code-
books satisfy the definition of interference-free codes, For
reasons which will be discussed shortly, we refer to these as
"'prime number codes" of order r, where in these examples
r is 2 and 3, respectively.
A prime number code is defined here as a code which pro-
vides r codewords, each of which has r elements, to each of r
users, where the/th code_vord of the nth user is the vector
c/,=[i,/+n, ia- 2n,"'.t+(r l)n]
/.,1=0.1,2,"',r - 1 (5-l'J
where r is prime, and where the algebraic operations in {5-1)
are modulo r.
We give one additional example of a prime number code,
in "[able V, which is intended to help explain the discussion
which follows.
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TABLE II1
PRIME NUMBER CODEBOOK (r = 2)
..... 277 _- _ s2 " __ zz7_2 __L2__ __
User B User 1
k 0 0 _ 1
B 1 1 10
TABLE IV
PRIME NUMBER CODEBOOK (r = 3)
....... _ --z7_-7?27_F 7.
Message User 0 User 1 User 2
A 000 012 021
B 111 120 102
C 222 201 2 1 J
TABLE V
PRIME NUMBER CODEBOOK (r = 5)
Message User e User 1 User 2 User ] User 4
0 0000_ 81234 82413 03142 04321
I 11111 12340 13024 14203 10432
2 22222 23401 24130 20314 21843
3 33333 34012 30241 31428 32184
4 44444 48123 41302 42831 432|8
TABLE VI
EFFICIENCY OF PRIME NUMBER CODES





We consider now the general case where r is any prime
number. The column of vector codewords produce for user 0
can be written as an r-term constant vector:
cj_ = [j,j,],"',j] (5-2)
where j is the index for the chosen codeword.
The row of vector codewords for the r users correspond-
ing to message 0 can be written as
Co, , = [0, n, 2n, "", (r -- 1)n] (5-3)
where n identifies the nth user. From (5-1)-(5-3) it is clear
that the/th codeword of the nth user can be expressed as
c/,, = C/o + Co, ,. (5-4)
That is, any codeword is tile modulo-r sum of the vector on
the left end of the codeword's row and the vector on tile
top of tile codeword's column. For example:
1302411 = [33333] + [024131. (5-5)
We shall return to an alternative way of viewing prime
number codes, which arises from (5-4l, shortly. First, we
give, without proof in this paper, some properties of these
codes.
1) All of the elements of any codeword are either identical
(in the case of user 0), or all different.
2) Within any column (a given user), the elements of any
codeword differ from those of any other codeword in all r
places.
3) Any two codewords of different users differ in exactly
r- 1 places.
4) Every composite has one and only one complete row.
5) Prune-number codes are interference-free.
While prime number codes yield codebooks of any de-
sired size, for r prime, they' have significant disadvantages.
The primary problem is that these codes do not make efficient
use of the spectrum. To formalize this point, we define spec-
tral efficiency as tile ratio of the rate at which the users as a
whole transmit data, to the maximum rate at which an OR
channel can be used to transmit data. The latter is simply
the number of squares or elements in the signaling matrix,
since each of these is worth one bit (it is either a mark or a
space). Since there are r users with r different messages, the
rate at which they send data is r times the logarithm to the
base 2 of r. Hence, the efficiency is
e = (r log 2 r)/r X r = (log 2 r)/r. (5-6)
The value of the efficiency for a number of values of n
is given in Table VI.
The reason that these codes are rather inefficient is that
they permit only one frequency use per time slot. This severely
restricts the number of possible patterns which are permitted.
The efficiencies noted in Table VI are valid if all r users
are active. If only a fraction of them are active, the efficiency
must be multiplied by this fraction to get an even lower
efficiency. The advantage of the above codes is that they do
guarantee interference-free signaling. The disadvantage is that
to obtain this guarantee we must separate messages in form, at
a substantial cost in spectral space.
It is interesting to see what happens if we make the signal
space available to only one user. Suppose that we keep the
restriction that only one frequency is to be transmitted each
time period, and that we have an r by r signaling matrix. The
single user then sends one of r frequencies in the first time
slot, one in the second, and so on. The number of distinct
signals which the user can send is r raised to the r power.
ttence, the signaling efficiency is
e = (log 2 r")/r X r
= (tog 2 r)/r (5-7)
which is exactly the same as that for the r user case. Note,
however, that the power transmitted by this single user is
only l/r of that transmitted by all of the users together in tile
r user case.
D. Prime A:umber Codes as Address Codes
In this section we introduce another way to consider prime
number codes, which is interesting for two reasons. First,
it introduces an alternative to the composition decoding
algorithm introduced in Section IV, with certain advantages
and disadvantages. Second, this alternate approach is closely
related to a nmnber of recent studies. It is important to show
how these studies relate to the present work. This issue is
addressed m Section V-E.
Let us go back to t5-4), again using tile codebook in Table
V to illustrate a general point. We rewrite (5-4), identifying
its components as message and address.
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We can think of the codebook as composed not of r 2
codewords, but rather of r codewords which are found, for
example, for r = 5, in the left-hand column in -Iable V. and i
addresses which are the sequences found in the top row, for
example, in Table V. kach address is assigned to one of the r
users. The /th codeword of the nth user is then formed by
adding, modulo r, the desired user address to the desired
message vector.
We shall refer here to codes which have the form of (5-8)
as "'address codes" to distinguish them from other codes
described in this paper. One feature of address codes is that
they suggest a rather simple decoding algorithm.
Address Decoding Algorithm: To determine the codeword
sent by a specific user, subtract from the index of frequencies
in a given column in the composite signal the value of the
address of the desired user in the given frequency column.
The desired message is given by the only full row of elements
in the resulting matrix.
It is appropriate at this point to make some comments on
the comparison between composition codes and address
codes before turning to a discussion of previous work on
address codes.
In a noise-free environment, the address decoding algorithm
and the composition decoding algorithm are equally effective
HC_IOUL/Ig b/gllal50l ltll2gl/lLlt_ttt u_i_ _'_itliuut _llgl.
quencies available in the frequency-hopping system. The
vector 1 is a unit vector, consisting of L l's, where L is the
number of time slots in a block. Finally, a m is an address
vector generated by
a,, = (b m , bmC. bm C2 , "", bm CL- 1 ) (5-10)
where bin, which is uniquely assigned to a particular user, is
an element of the Galois field of order Q, GF(Q). (For a
view of Galois fields, see [3] or [9].) It is necessary that C
be a primitive element of GF(Q). The algebraic operations in
(5-9) are modulo Q. The maximum number of codewords is
Q, and the maximum value of L is Q - 1. It is shown by
Einarsson that the codewords generated by the above equation
can have no more than one element in common. As with the
prinle number codewords, there are no common elements
for a given user's codewords. Unlike prime number codes,
however, the Einarsson codes have some codeword pairs from
different users that have no common elements.
Emarsson obtained a bound for the error probability for
the above code.
Pw < (Q - 1)(M - 1)(M - 2)"" (M - L)/Q L (5-11)
whereM is the number of active users.
L: Previous Work in Address Codes
In this section we review some of the work which has
appeared in the literature, principally in the past five years,
in the area of coded frequency-hopped signals, and address
codes in particular.
We begin by mentioning a recent paper by Chang and Wolf
[1] which assume a general frequency-hopping scheme much
like that considered here. Two types of channel are studied,
one of which is without signal intensity information, and is
equivalent to the OR channel assumed here. The other uses
intensity information, that is, it assumes that the receiver
can tell how many signals were radiated into a particular
signal cell. Techniques are given for constructing codes which
are uniquely decodable in a noise-free environment. Un-
fortunately, the resulting codes require that all users be active
if the decoding is to be correct. We do not wish to make this
restriction, and hence, these codes are not useful here.
The concept of address coding appears to have been intro-
duced first in the literature by Viterbi [14], who applied it
to a proposed low-rate mobile communication system. Good-
man, ttenry and Prabhu [5] proposed a multilevel frequency
shift keying system using coding, which is closely related to
some of the approaches discussed in this paper. Specifically,
they use addressing to translate repetition code messages into
frequency-hopped codewords such as those found in the prime
number codes discussed above, and they use an address decod-
ing algorithm to recover the signals. They obtain the prob-
ability of error for a given number of interfering users assum-
ing that user addresses are chosen randomly. Sometimes the
interference leads to a failure to decode, yielding an error,
and sometimes it does not. Hence, these codes are not inter-
ference-free. But they do tend to provide for higher efficiency
than interference-free codes, at the cost of nonzero error
probability.
The problem of address codes was studied by Einarsson
[3]. Using Einarsson's terminology, a codeword is given by
the vector:
Ym = a,,, + x m • 1- (5-9)
where xm, the address of the message to be transmitted, has
the range [0, 1, 2, ".., (Q - 1)1, and Q is the number of fre-
F.. Random Codes
The codes we have discussed so far have been determinis-
tic. The prime number codes are interference-free, and so are
the Einarsson codes as long as the number of users does not
exceed the number of time slots. These codes have the ad-
vantage that they are guaranteed to be interference-free.
However. this guarantee has a price. These codes are inherently
inefficient, as we have seen. particularly if users have low duty
cycles, which is precisely the situation in which one may
want to use code division systems. In this section we discuss
random codes which are more efficient in many applications,
but are subject to interference.
Random codes can be created either by generating random
addresses, and applying these as before, or by generating
random codewords directly. In either event it is no longer
possible to guarantee that the algorithms, either address or
composition decoding, will successfully recover all of the user
codewords. Depending on which codewords are arbitrarily
chosen by the various users, it is possible that a given code-
word may not have an element which does not belong to the
received composite signal. We say then that this codeword
has been "'masked" by the composite. In that event, neither
of the algorithms will be able to remove this codeword.
If the composition decoding algorithm does not have know-
ledge of the codewords of the other users, it cannot remove
this form of interference. This is also true of the address
decoding algorithm. However, if full knowledge of the entire
codebook is available, the composition decoding algorithm can
remove this interference with high probability. The required
extension to the algorithm is explained in Section VI-B.
It was observed above that the basic address decoding
algorithm can detect but not correct errors. Timor [12]
suggested an augmented algorithm which makes use of the
signals sent by other users to determine (probably) which of
two or more signals indicated for a single user is correct.
The augmented algorithm accomplishes essentially the same
task as the variation in the composition decoding algorithm
discussed earlier. Tlmor reported an improvement in the spec-
tral efficiency of about 50-60 percent with the modified
algorithm.
Subsequently, Timor [13] proposed an extension of the
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mitted at the same time by a given user. This gives flexibility
to the system since the time slot length can be increased. It
also yields an increase in the number of users for a given
error probability.
It is important to note that if we use a random codebook
and, hence, no longer require an interference-free system, we
no longer need block synchronization between the various
users. Of course, we also can no longer use knowledge of
other user signals to help correct for errors. However, there
are other approaches to error correction.
VI. WORD ERROR CORRECTION
As has been stated before, the primary purpose of this
paper is to introduce a new decoding algorithm. Under cer-
tain circumstances this decoding is subject to error. In this
section we very briefly sketch some approaches to correcting
these errors. In a future paper we will discuss error correction
techniques in detail.
A. Causes of Error
If the channel is noiseless and an interference-free code is
used, no errors are made by the decoding. But if there is noise
or if we use a random code or if both conditions hold, then
errors may occur.
Errors due to noise appear in the form of a mark changed
into a space, called a deletion, or a space changed into a mark,
called an insertion. The former result in too many words
being deleted from the codebook, and some users appear not
to have transmitted. The latter result in too few words bemg
deleted, and some users have more than one codeword candi-
date.
Errors due to interference m the case of random codes
appear as masked codewords in addition to the proper code-
word. The decoder is not able to tell which is the correct
codeword. This is apparently the same situation as with
insertions due to noise. However, it is sometimes desirable
to use different error correction techniques.
B. Error Correction Techniques
The discussion so far has concerned signaling over a block
of time length T, as shown in Fig. 2. It is possible to effect
error correction within this block, or over a sequence of
blocks. We begin with the former.
If insertions and deletions due to noise are anticipated,
it is possible to extend the decoding algorithm. The first
step is to require that the receiver make soft decisions, and
store information about the level of confidence it has in its
estimates (the distance the signal was from the threshold).
If a codeword is found to be missing, the decoder inserts
the most Likely deletion, and retries the algorithm. This
continues with other likely deletion candidates until a com-
plete decoding is effected. This approach will probably correct
the error, unless the deletion which is reinserted happens to
lead to an apparently complete solution which is incorrect.
If more than one codeword is left in a user's column after
decoding because of interference, the error can probably be
corrected if the user has access to the codewords of the other
users. The technique is simple. Suppose that a user has two
candidate codewords. The decoder looks at each of the two
separately, and at the decoded codewords of the other users.
If all of the elements of either of the two candidate code-
words belong to the composite made up of the other user
codewords, then that candidate was masked, and must be the
incorrect word. If both candidates were masked, the decoder
cannot remove the ambiguity, and the error persists.
Another approach which can be used as an alternative or
in addition to the above is a "parity" code scheme. In this
approach each user uses every nth block to send not a code-
USERSYSTEMS
word but a parity word corresponding to the modulo-m sum
of the previous n - 1 words, where m is the number of possi-
ble message codewords. If the decoder detects an error in the
n - 1 codewords, a single error is umambiguously detected
since the decoder sunply chooses that candidate which makes
parity add up. If more than one error is made, the detector
may be able to detect the error, and may not. A final approach
might better be called "'error avoidance." There are some
situations in which a transmitting user may have knowledge
of the other signals before it adds its own. It can then refuse
to send a signal when it knows that one of its other words
will be masked by the other users. One such case is for broad-
cast signals, where all user signals intended for different
receivers are known to the transmitter. A second case is a
local area network in which a user is able to read the compo-
site signal on the line before deciding whether to add a new
contribution.
VII. APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has introduced a new algorithm for decoding
signals in a code division multiple user communication system.
The general approach and, hence, the new algorithm have
a wide range of applications. Such a system could, of course,
be used in a radio multiple access application, or in a broadcast
application where different signals are to be sent to different
users. It can also be used by a single user, who can select
codewords from a number of columns and send a composite
representing a number of messages at one time. It may have
cryptographic applications, because the interference will look
much like noise to any eavesdropper who does not have a
codebook or the address set. The approach can serve as the
basic signaling protocol for a local area network, as a sub-
stitute, perhaps for contention schemes such as Ethernet.
The advantage of this approach is that contention is not a
problem. Users may "speak? simultaneously and the decoding
will do the job of separating the simultaneous messages.
Many issues are still under study. One of these is an evalua-
tion of the relative complexity of implementing this algorithm,
compared to implementation costs for other approaches.
A second question is that of the best codes for particular
applications. Still another is the problem of the best error
correction scheme. In general, the answer to each of these
questions will depend very much on the particular application.
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TESTING AND ANALYSIS OF DOD ADA LANGUAGE PRODUCTS
FOR NASA
RTOP 506-58 AND 482-58
AN ACTIVITY IS DESCRIBED WHICH IS KEYED TO JSC'S ROLE AS AN ADA/APSE
TEST SITE UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE OAST AGREEMENT WITH DOD ESTABLISHING
NASA/DOD COOPERATION IN THE STARS PROGRAM. I PROVIDED ELABORATION ON
A _&IT_APT I.ITTU IIII /PI P IJUTPII WTKIT_TTFC IICr _r I _P_I P_KI__ T_0_
EFFORTS TO TEST AN EVALUATE ADA AND APSE FOR NASA. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
AND CONCERNS RELATIVE TO POTENTIAL UTILIZATION OF ADA FOR SPACE STATION
ARE DISCUSSED. FINALLY, DETAILED DISCUSSION IS PROVIDED IN REFERENCE
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AN OPTICAL DISK ARCHIVE





Marshall Space Flight Center
ABSTRACT
This presentation will provide an overview of a Data Base Management
System (DBMS) that can catalog and archive data at rates up to 50M bits/
sec. However, the detail emphasis will be on the laser optical disk
system that is used for the archive.
All key components in the system (3 VAX ii/780s, a SEL 32/2750, a high
speed communication interface, and the Optical Disk) are interfaced to
a 100M bits/sec 16-port fiber optic bus to achieve the high data rates.
The basic data unit is an autonomous data packet. Each packet contains
a primary and secondary header and can be up to one million bits in
length. The data packets are recorded on the optical disk at the same
time the packet headers are being used by the relational data base
management software ORACLE to create a directory independent of the
packet recording process. The user then interfaces to the VAX that
contains the directory for a quick-look scan or retrieval of the packet(s).
The total system functions are distributed between the VAX computers and
the SEL.
The optical disk unit records the data with an argon laser at I00 M
bits/sec from its buffer, which is interfaced to the fiber optic bus.
The same laser is used in the read cycle by reducing the laser power.
The data is read from the disk at 100M bits/sec and placed in the unit's
output buffer at i00 M bits/sec. The distribution rate from there to the
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Network control (or network management) functions are essential for effi-
cient and reliable operation of a network. Some control functions are currently
included as part of the OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) model. For local
area networks it is widely recognized that there is a need for additional control
guration functions. These functions can be implemented in either a central or a
distributed manner. The FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data Interface) Medium






for Adv(]nced Computer Science
NASA Ames Rese(]rch Center
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Outline
• Meaning of network reliability
• Current approach to problem
• Additional issues to address
Implementotion alternatives
0 I,-,,,..,, ,,-,.-, #._.,,- ,-,.I., .,.,1,,
IbblJt::_;_ I L)I ;_ luLly
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State of local area
network technology
• Post-
Mechonics of communication emphosized
• Present-
Need for network control recognized
• Space Station-
Requires high degree of reliability
2-232
Meaning of Reliability
• Wide area networks -
Degree of connectivity,
(]lternat e r outing
i.e., availability of
• Local area networks -
Ensuring that a single error will not
failure of the entire network
cause
Providing for recovery from errors without






















Vulner(]bility of stc]r node
Complexity of star node
Coordin(]ting time-slots
• Station insertion or removal
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Layers of OSI Model

















• Monitor network to detect faults








• Set st(]tion parameters




• number of pockets
• number of pockets by source
° number of pockets by destinution
• number of dot(] pockets
-- IlL,Ill Ik.)1_:::_l_.Jl _.,_Jl ILl _.Jl _,.)t,lk.,l%_:_t._
• pocket size
• pocket deloy
• number of retronsmissions
• number of collisions
• number of pockets received in error
2-241
Data analysis












Test network in laboratory
Indicate existence of potential problems
Indicate efficiency of system





• Network Control Center
• NBS "meosurement center"
Distributed
• Seporote network control Ioyer

















SMT = Stotion Monogement




• Fault isolation functions
• Timers
Claim token recovery process
• Beacon frame
@ Configuration functions
• Optical station bypass
• Redundant channel
• Station Management functions
• Station reset












° Interface to Station Mc]n(]gement
2-247
Open Issues
• Identify proper control functions to assign tc
upper layers of the OSI model
Determine effect on network
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DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS IN Ada
Susan J,_ Voigt
Computer Science And Applications Branch
Langley Research Center
For Presentation At
The Computer Science/Data Systems Technical Symposium
Leesburg, Virginia
April 18, 1985
P_ING PAOI_ ,BLANK NOT
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UVA DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
f
PROJECT GOALS
• Examine Use And
Distributed Systems
Implementation Of Ada On
• Programming Of Systems With "Fail-Stop" Components
• Analyze Tolerance To Loss Of Processors
• Propose Solutions To Language Inadequacies
• Implement These Solutions
• Perform Validation Experiments
• Suggest Long-Term Changes To Ada
2-258 ' :'_
UVA DEPARTMENT OF COIVlPUTER SCIENCE
WHY Ada ON DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS?
• Ada Will Be Used Extensively In Embedded Systems
• Embedded Systems Will Be Distributed
• Many Applications Will Be Crucial
m Spacecraft Systems
m Aircraft Systems
m Industrial Process Control




• Ada Permits Distributed Targets Explicitly
2-259
UVA DEPARTNENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Ada RENDEZVOUS







• Task A Suspended If Processor 2 Fails During ACCEPT
\ J
2-260
UVA DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Ada DIFFICULTIES
• Language Elements That Cause Difficulty:
All Forms Of Rendezvous
-- Shared Variables
Task Elaboration And Termination
Loss Of Context
Distribution Control
Processor Loss - Detection And Signaling
• Complete Lack Of Distribution Semantics
• Complete Lack Of Failure Semantics
2-261
UVA DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
SOLUTIONS
• Short Term:
Define Simple Distribution Semantics
• What Can Be Distributed
• Where It Can Be Distributed
• Control Of This Distribution
• Necessary Restrictions On Program
Structure
m Define Failure Semantics As Equivalent To
"ABORT"
• Long Term:
-- Complete Redefinition Of Tasking Semantics
m Partial Replacement Of Tasking Syntax




UVA DEPARTIVENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
STATUS OF SOLUTIONS
• Language Review Complete
• Short Term Solution:
w Distribution Semantics Complete
Failure Semantics Complete
Implementation Design Complete
Implementation Complete And Under Test
Realistic NASA Application Required
Evaluation Of All The Ideas
• Long Term:
Several Proposals Being Examined
Radical Changes To Ada Required




[_UVA DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
OTHER ISSUES IN DISTR [BUTED SYSTEMS
• Concurrency Implies Nondeterminism
• Difficulties With "What If" Questions Of Language
Semantics
• Difficulties With "What If" Questions Of Fault-Tolerance
Strategy
• Require "Complete" Demonstration Of Fault Tolerance
• Systematic, Repeatable Experiments
\
2-264
UVA DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
TESTBED REQUIREMENTS
• Model Arbitrary Physical Architectures
• Represent Any Logical Organization
• Provide Parallel Execution (The Illusion At Least)
• Control Interprocessor Communication
• Control Process Execution
• Fail And Restart Processors At Well-Defined Points
• Maintain Time Correctly
• Provide Monitoring Facilities
2-265
fVIRTUAL PROCESSORS
• Key Component Of The Testbed
• Literally Ada "Virtual Machines"
• One Virtual Processor For Each Ada Task In A Program
• Designed To "Implement" Ada Tasking And Exception
Handling
• Several Different "Memories"- Whatever Is Convenient
• "Hardware" Implemented Entry Queues
• "Rendezvous" And Similar Instructions





• Correspond To "Real"
Experimenter
Equipment Required By
• Each Abstract Processor Implements Any Number Of
Virtual Processors
• Abstract Processors Are "Ideal" Also - E.G. Suspended,
Failed, Etc
• Abstract Processors Communicate Via An Abstract
Communications System







AP AP AP AP
t I i I
Abstract Communications Network
• View Seen By Experimenter





• Correspond To "Actual" Equipment Available To
Experimenter
• Each Physical Processor Implements Any Number Of
Abstract Processors
• Physical Processors Are "Real"
• Physical Processors Communicate Via
Communications System
A "Real"
• Single Abstract Processor Can Run On Each Physical
Processor
2-269
UVA DEPARTIVENT OF COlVIPUTER SCIENCE
TESTBED STRUCTURE











:!_ UVA DEPARTMENT OF CONI::R.ffER SCIENCE
\
CONTROLLER
• Start, Stop, Single-Step Ada Tasks
• Control Communication At The Message Level
• Manage Breakpoints On A Per-Task Basis
• Arrange Failure Of Abstract Processors
• Collect And Display Information For Experimenter
J
2-271
I_:) UVA D_,A.T_rroFco_ saE.cE
TESTBED CONTROL

























UVA DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
f
CONCLUSIONS
• ANSI Ada Does Not Support Processor Failures Well
• ANSI Ada Can Cope Given:
m Minor Semantic Enhancements
No Syntax Changes
m Major Additions To Execution-Time System
• Demonstration ImplementatiQn Being Developed At The
University Of Virginia
A Feasibility Study
-- Not Suitable For Production Use
• Realistic Application Needed For Evaluation Purposes
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COMPUTER SCIENCES AND DATA SYSTEMS
TECHNICAL SYMPOSIUM N87-29161
SPACE STATION FOCUSED TECHNOLOGY
"ELECTRONIC CONTROL/DISPLAY INTERFACE TECHNOLOGY"
R. V. Parrish, A. M. Busquets,
R. F. Murray, J. J. Hatfield
NASA-Langley Research Center
The objective of this effort is to achieve, through an orderly process
of assessment, analysis, desiqn, development and test, a representation
of an advanced workstation for inclusion in the Space Station Data
Management Test Bed. The workstation will use presently available tech-
nological elements and will be adaptive to future evolutionary techno-
logies, advanced architectures, and enhanced software. The effort will
be nurtured by the advanced control/display and human factors technology
emanating (past, present, and future) from the NASA Aeronautical R&T
Base program in Crew Station Technology, which provides a firm basis for
consolidating, automating, and integrating the interface between man/
machine.
Promising technologies to be considered for inclusion in the workstation
are: high-performance all-rastergraphic pictorial display generation,
advanced display media (including flat panel displays), interactive multi-
function controls (including touch and voice), advanced workstation
processors, and interactive video disc hardwares, as well as the software
base, methodologies, and techniques for their integration into advanced
workstation concepts. Image management technologies for the storage,
retrieval, and routing of computer-generated data, live imagery, video
disc imagery/data, and combinations of these in windowed displays will
be emphasized.
The program plan (i.e., to achieve the objectives of providing innovative
and flexible user options which support clean, uncluttered workstations
that fulfill:space station requirements) consists of three phases. The
initial phase provides for the determination of the control/display
information and functional requirements to furnish such capabilities as
systems monitoring/control, office automation functions, resource manage-
ment, and data base management, as well as a survey of the available
devices and systems technologies (display generators, workstation proces-
sors, display medias, multifunction controls, etc.). The second phase
deals with the evaluation, through an interim workstation, of the archi-
tectural options, the implementation strategies, and the space station
applications for technology demonstration that will be incorporated into
the final workstation. The final phase consists of assembling the
deliverable workstation and interfacing it to the Data Management Test
Bed at Johnson Space Flight Center.
In summary, this effort will produce a representative workstation for the
Space Station Data Management Test Bed that provides man/machine interface
design options for consolidating, automating, and integrating the space
station workstation, and hardware/software technology demonstrations of
space station applications. The workstation will emphasize the technolo-
gies of advanced 9raphics engines, advanced display/control medias, image
::,_nagement techniques, multifunction controls, and video disc utilizations.
_n addition, the effort will contribute to the overall knowledge base of
_ran/machine interface design methodologies.
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USER INTERFACE AND PAYLOAD COMMAND AND CONTROL
TASK MANAGER: KAREN L, MOE
GSFC CODE 522,2
RTOP NO, 481-86-01-01 AND 481-86-02-01
Two TASKS COMPRISE THIS OVERALL EFFORT, THE FIRST IS CONCERN-
ED WITH DEVELOPING A MODULAR. MACHINE INDEPENDENT WORKSTATION
DESIGN_ SCIENCE OPERATIONS INTERFACE LANGUAGE AND INTERACTION
TECHNIQUES, DESIGN CONCEPTS AND PROTOTYPE DEMONSTRATION OF A
STATE OF THE ART PROTOTYPE WORKSTATION ARE TO BE BASED ON
DEFINING USER REQUIREMENTS BY DETERMINING USER INTERFACE MODES_
REFLECTING NEEDS IN SPACE AND ON GROUND. CENTRALIZED AND
REMOTELY DISTRIBUTED, ACTUAL USER EVALUATIONS OF THIS HARD-
hlA DE /_TI,IADC t,I_DVeTATT n_l hiT I I _1 I _t,I N ^ I..........,,,.... ,v,.,._,_,.v,.,,.LL ,v_L_. THE I ITI.L DEMONSTRATION,
THE SECOND TASK AIMS AT GENERATING A COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM
DESIGN CONCEPT FOR SUPPORTING TELESCIENCE - A CONCEPT FOR
INDEPENDENT SCIENCE USER OPERATIONS WITHIN AN "OPERATIONS
ENVELOPE", AN EVALUATION TEST BED IS TO BE DEVELOPED IN THE
'86 TIME FRAME FOR THE PURPOSE OF DEMONSTRATING THIS TELE-
SCIENCE PAYLOAD CONTROL CONCEPT, IN PARALLEL WITH THE FORE-
GORING TASK. OPERATIONS CONCEPTS_ SCENARIOS AND TECHNOLOGY





PAYLOAD COMMAND AND CONTROL
OBJECTIVES:
0 DEFINE FUNCTIONS OF THE SPACE STATION USER INTERFACE
(SPACE & GROUND, CENTRAL AND REMOTE); DEVELOP DESIGN
CONCEPT, BUILD/EVALUATE PROTOTYPE USER WORKSTATION
(INCLUDING USER INTERFACE LANGUAGE)
0 DEVELOP OPERATIONS CONCEPTS/SCENARIOS FOR SPACE STATION
USER PAYLOAD COMMAND AND CONTROL OPTIONS; DEMONSTRATE
CONCEPTS FOR IMPLEMENTING TELESCIENCE CAPABILITY
2-310
USER INTERFACEAND PAYLOAD COMMAND AND CONTROL
TECHNICAL CHALLENGES:
0 MANY USERS WITH COMMON NEEDS BUT DIFFERENT VIEWPOINTS
FLIGHT, GROUND OPERATIONSjSCIENCE
0 MANY USER FUNCTIONSAND INTERFACESTO SPACE STATION
ACCESS TO DISTRIBUTEDDATA AND SERVICE CENTERS
(REGIONALCENTERS, CDOS, POCC'S, ETC,)
COMMUNICATIONSWITH REMOTE SYSTEMS (PAYLOAD,SPACE
BASE, NETWORK, ETC,) AND OTHER USERS (INCLUDINGCREW)
o MANY DIFFERENT WAYS OF OPERATING
ROUTINE PLAN VS DYNAMIC INTERACTION




























USER INTERFACEAND PAYLOAD COMMANDAND CONTROL
APPROACH AND PRODUCTS:










DEVELOP CONCEPT FOR "ENVELOPEOF OPERATIONS"'85
DEVELOP EVALUATIONTESTBED '86





10 UNIVERSITY TECHNOLOGY EXPERTS
4 GOV'T LIAISONS IN WORKSTATION TECHNOLOGY
NASA SPACE STATION REPS (SPACE & GROUND)
WORKSHOP FACILITATORS
0 OVER 50 FORECASTS IN 7 AREAS GENERATED-
USER INTERFACE, VOICE, GRAPHICS, I/0 DEVICES
LANGUAGES





0 PROMISING OR INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES INCLUDED-
USER INTERFACE 'AUTHORING' TOOL
ICONIC LANGUAGES
DATA BASE FILTERING LANGUAGES FOR NON-SPECIFICALLY
STRUCTURED DATA
0 SIGNIFICANT TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION NEEDS INCLUDED-
SIMULATOR DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
RESOURCE SCHEDULING TECHNIQUES
EXPERT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
AUTOMATED PROGRAM (CODE) GENERATION CAPABILITY
o RESULTS OF WORKSHOP WILL GUIDE DESIGN OF WORKSTATION
MODULES AND IDENTIFY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS
2-314








































TELESCIENCE DESIGN CONCEPT DEFINITIONS
TELESCIENCE CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS - SPACE STATION USER IS
PROVIDED THE ABILITY TO INDEPENDENTLY CONTROL PAYLOAD
INDEPENDENT OPERATIONS - ABILITY TO REMOTELY OPERATE A
PAYLOAD WITHOUT COORDINATING OPERATIONS THROUGH AN EXTERNAL
FACILITY (E,G,, POCC); IMPLIES COMPLETE KNOWLEDGE OF CURRENT
OPERATIONAL RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS AND CONFIDENT RELIANCE ON
THE OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
OPERATIONAL ENVELOPE - DEFINITION OF LIMITS OR BOUNDS ON:
SHARED RESOURCES WHICH THE PAYLOAD MAY DEMAND; OPERATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT REQUIRED BY THE PAYLOAD; AND OPERATIONAL ENVIRON-
MENT WHICH THE PAYLOAD MAY IMPACT
SHARED RESOURCES - RESOURCES PROVIDED ONBOARD BY THE HOST
SPACE ELEMENT (E,G,, PLATFORM), INCLUDING POWER, HOST'S
ATTITUDE, COMMUNICATION BANDWIDTH, DATA STORAGE, DATA
PROCESSING, PHYSICAL SPACE (FIELD OF VIEW)
OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT - CONDITIONS IN WHICH THE HOST OR
PAYLOAD OPERATES, INCLUDING CHANGES IN ANGULAR MOMENTUM,
VIBRATION/JITTER, PHYSICAL POSITION, THERMAL DISSIPATION,
OUTGASSING/CONTAMINATION, ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
2-316
TELESCIENCEDESIGN CONCEPT KEY FEATURES
0 PRE-MISSIONAGREEMENTBETWEEN NASA AND USER SPECIFIES
OPERATIONALENVELOPE, I.E., LOWERBOUNDS ON GUARANTEED
NASA SERVICES AND OPERATIONALENVIRONMENT,AND UPPER
BOUND ON USER OPERATIONALNEEDS
0 ENVELOPE CAN DYNAMICALLYEXPANDOR CONTRACT (WITHIN
SPECIFIED RANGE) ALLOWING MORE EFFICIENTUSE OF RESOURCES
0 INDEPENDENTOPERATIONSGUARANTEEDWHILE USER OPERATES
PAYLOAD WITHIN OPERATIONALENVELOPE
0 FLEXIBILITYALLOWS RE-ALLOCATIONOF RESOURCES IN REAL
TIME, ALSO EASIER TO ADAPT TO NEW PAYLOAD COMPLEMENT
0 MINIMIZES NASA INVOLVEMENTIN PAYLOADOPERATIONS,USER
DEFINES NOMINAL OPERATIONS INTERFACE
0 NASA MUST PROTECT ASSETS AND AGREEMENTSWITH ALL PAYLOAD
USERS AGAINST USER ATTEMPTS TO OPERATE OUTSIDE OF
ENVELOPE (E.G.,USER PROVIDES PAYLOAD SAFING "BUTTON")
0 PRICE OR OTHER INCENTIVESWILL EXISTTO INDUCESELF
REGULATIONOF PAYLOAD DEMANDS ON ONBOARD RESOURCES,
OPERATIONALENVIRONMENT
0 SYSTEM MUST BE CAPABLE OF MAINTAININGHEALTH & SAFETY
OF THE HOST ELEMENT UNDER ALL CIRCUMSTANCES;WILL DRIVE
ONBOARD SENSOR, COMMUNICATION,AND DATA PROCESSING
TECHNOLOGY
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RTOP MANAGER: EDWARD B. CONNELL
GSFC CODE 522
RTOP NO. 481-83-01
N8 7- 2916 3
THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF THIS EFFORT IS TO IDENTIFY, DEVELOP,
AND DEMONSTRATE KEY DATA MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES TO SUPPORT
USER ACCESS TO SPACE STATION DATA. TO ACCOMPLISH THIS
OBJECTIVE, THERE ARE SEVERAL TECHNICAL CHALLENGES WHICH MUST
BE ADDRESSED. FIRST IS HOW TO PROVIDE ROUTINE CUSTOMER ACCESS
TO HIGH VOLUME, DYNAMIC AND DISTRIBUTED DATA BASES. I'HIS
ACCESS WILL ENCOMPASS THE FUNCTIONS OF MISSION AND PAYLOAD
m a_NTNG n,._ANI_OPlZI_ATIhNS.,-,.,., .v . --..,,,hAThppnr¢_cINr-.,.-.--_-_.. ,.u n,._Al_II_n,.n_-,A_^lvs!s. n,._AklI_
i &--no I i •
DATA ARCHIVE AND DISTRIBUTION. SECONDLY, THERE MUST BE SOME
ANALYSIS OF ARCHITECTURES FOR HANDLING HIGH-VOLUME DATA
STREAMS LIKE THOSE EXPECTED FROM THE SPACE STATION. THIS
ANALYSIS WILL EXAMINE THE USE OF PACKETIZED VERSUS NON-
PACKETIZED DATA FORMATS, MODULAR EXPANSION CAPABILITIES,
REAL-TIME VERSUS NON-REAL-TIME DATA PROCESSING, AND THE
INTERFACES AND ARCHITECTURE REQUIRED TO SUPPORT TELESCIENCE
OPERATIONS. THE TASK WILL ALSO DETERMINE BENCHMARKS OF
PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES FOR TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS, SUCH AS
VARIED DATA BASE STRUCTURES, DATA ACCESS PROCEDURES, DISTRI-
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SS FOCUSED TECHNOLOGY: GATEWAYS AND NOS'S
R, HARTENSTEIN
NASA GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
APRIL 18, 1985
ABSTRACT
THIS PAPER DISCUSSES THE EXTENSIONS AND ENHANCEMENTS OF
THE FIBER OPTIC DATA BUS TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTED BY THE SPACE
STATION FOCUSED TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM, THIS INCLUDES THE
OPERATING SOFTWARE FOR THE NETWORK CALLED THE NOS (NETWORK
OPERATING SYSTEM); GATEWAYS AND GRIDGES FOR MULTIPLE NETWORK
TOPOLOGIES; AND VLSI IMPLEMENTATIONS TO SHRINK THE SIZE (AND
POWER) OF THE BIU DOWN TO MORE MANAGEABLE DIMENSIONS,
inc n_uo _rrnu_%_ Lb IU _V_LUAI _ _lbl limb bY_I_M_ ANU
BUILD UPON THE BEST FOUNDATION AVAILABLE, THE GATEWAY/BRIDGE
EFFORT IS TO DEVELOP THE SIMPLEST ELEMENTS BASED AS MUCH AS
POSSIBLE ON THE EXISTING BIU's (Bus INTERFACE UNIT) TECHNOLOGY
AND DESIGNS, THE GATEWAY MUST BE MODULAR TO ACCEPT THE
"FRONT END" OR PHYSICAL PECULIARITIES OF UNKNOWN DATA BUS
MEDIA AS WELL AS MUCH OF LAYER 2 (THE ACCESS PROTOCOLS), IT
IS THEREFORE NOT REALLY A SINGLE ELEMENT BUT A SYSTEM OF
MODULES THAT CAN BE ADDED TO THE FRAMEWORK MODULE TO CUSTOM
TAILOR THE GATEWAY FOR THE TWO PECULIAR NETWORKS INVOLVED,
THE VLSI WORK IS INVESTIGATING TWO TECHNOLOGIES: C-MOS
FOR THE LOWER SPEED (PARALLEL) LOGIC AND GALLIUM ARSENIDE,
GAAs, FOR THE HIGH SPEED (SERIAL) LOGIC,
FAGE "_ zJD._INTENTIONALLYBLANJ 2-341
GSFC






















SPACE STATION DATA SYSTEM
PROBLEMS :
. HIGH BANDWIDTH SENSORS
. LARGE NUMBER OF USERS
. CONSTANT TURNOVER OF USERS
. INDEPENDENCE OF USER OPS








EASE OF INTEGRATION / DEINTEGRATION









o NETWORK GATEWAY PROVIDES THE MEANS TO EXPAND SERVICE TO
MORE THAN 32 USERS
A CLUSTER OF PASSIVE STAR NETWORKS CAN BE CONNECTED VIA
NETWORK GATEWAYS
0 THE DESIGN WILL INCLUDE MESSAGE ROUTING, BUFFERING,
INTERNETWORKING PROTOCOLS, ETC.





• LOW SPEED [ CMOS ]
•,- PARALLEL LOGIC
--, IN HOUSE CUSTOM LSI DESIGN
-- CMOS FOUNDRY SUPPLIED
HIGH SPEED [ GAAs ]
m SPERRY CONVERSION OF ECL
•-, ON-GOING EFFORTS:
LEWIS CONTRACT WITH HONEYWELL
( STANOARD CELL )
GSFC CONTRACT WITH ROCKWELL
( ARMY. DARPA. OAST. 8 BIT SLICE )
DARPA CONTRACT WITH MDAC


























































































































































































































NETWORK OPERATING SYSTEM FOCUS TECHNOLOGY
RTOP 482-58-19-02
AN ACTIVITY STRUCTURED TO PROVIDE SPECIFIC DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND
SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE SS DMS NETWORK OPERATING SYSTEM (NOS) BY THE
1987 PHASE C/D RFP IS OUTLINED. EXAMPLES ARE GIVEN OF THE TYPES OF
SUPPORTING STUDIES AND IMPLEMENTATION TASKS PRESENTLY UNDERWAY TO
REALIZE A DMS TEST BED CAPABILITY TO DEVELOP HANDS-ON UNDERSTANDING
OF NOS REQUIREMENTS AS DRIVEN BY VARIOUS ACTUAL SUBSYSTEM TEST BEDS
PARTICIPATING IN THE OVERALL JSC DMS TEST BED PROGRAM. DISCUSSION
IS PROVIDED OF A BASIC NOS CONCEPT BASED ON A RECENTLY COMPLETED
FY-85 STUDY WHICH PRESENTS A SET OF MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM NOS
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The agenda called for the Symposium to conclude with an open
discussion of technology issues, problems, opportunities and/or direc-
tions as presented during the course of the three days of sessions.
Ron Larsen (NASA HQ) led the wrap-up, first thanking everyone for
taking the time to come to the Xerox Facility and for their excellent pre-
sentations. Excerpts from Mr. Larsen's remarks are paraphrased below.
Other topics of discussion are presented as numbered items I through 4.
• This was the second symposium of its type sponsored
by NASA-HQ and it used a different approach from that
used at the conference held two years ago at the same
Xerox facility. The emphasis in this conference was
on minimal preparation of presentations, the informa-
tion being non-review in nature, and focused primarily
on OAST program participants.
• Although conferences are relatively expensive for all
participants in terms of time and money, the consensus
was that this symposium had done a good job in bring-
•............ L pl,,,y together th= f_=a,_f, groups _f,u' the peo e who
are managing/performing the programs in the agency.
The conference provided a good mechanism to aid
technology transfer and information exchange between
centers. The mood of the participants was upbeat,
supportive, and relaxed. Many people were able to
get the telephone numbers and mail stop/codes of
other participants working on related ideas.
I. The discussion provided numerous suggestions on how to improve
the format of future conferences. Many participants felt that the mix of
programmatic and technical talks was undesirable and that the agenda
should have been better structured to budget specific times for both
kinds of talks. It was suggested that half of the first day should be
given over to purely programnlatic talks and the rest of the conference
devoted to technical presentations. Several people endorsed the idea
that programmatic presentations were desirable in order to let the tech-
nical people working at other centers know what each center was workin, g
on. It was felt that this might encourage inter-center support of
similar projects.
2. Some opinions were expressed to the effect that conferences for the
Computer Science and Data Systems technologies were long overdue,
but that perhaps it would be best to continue scheduling the_m two
years apart rather than every year. Other opinions expressed: more
deliberate opportunity for interaction should be available; the agenda
should have less in the way of time constraints; limit the agenda in
order to tighten the focus to more specific areas; have the participants
provide handouts because it was difficult to see some of the viewgraphs
even from the front row; and keep the conferences not too formal and
not too loose.
2-387
3. Mr. Larsen also asked for feedback on whether or not the Washington
area was the right place to hold these conferences. Suggestions for
holding the next conference in the Bahamas, Santa Barbara, Hawaii,
and Alaska were met with much enthusiasm, but the general feeling was
that it wasn't as important as simply holding the conference in the first
place. There was a suggestion that the conference should be rotated
around the centers to give the technical people a chance to see the
other centers.
4. Although the consensus was that the format provided a good structure
for the conference, several suggestions were made on how to improve it
for future conferences. The location of the next conference was left
up to NASA HQ, with the general feeling that it was not that important.
On the whole, the 1985 Computer Science and Data Systems Technical
Symposium went smoothly and the conference met its objective as a forum





FOR LARGE SCALE SYSTEMS
TASK MANAGER: KAREN L. MOE
GSFC CODE 522.2
RTOP NO. 506-58-16
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS TASK IS TO DEVELOP A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH
OR METHODOLOGIES FOR DEFINING AND EVALUATING ALTERNATIVE
STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPING DATA PROCESSING AND MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS. VARIOUS TECHNIQUES AND SYSTEM ENGINEERING TOOLS SUCH
AS N-SQUARED INTERFACE CHARTS, FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION TREES,
SYSTEM MODELS, DE MARCO DIAGRAMS, ETC., ARE INTEGRATED TO
DEVELOP AND PRESENT TO THE ANALYSTS AND USERS AN EARLY DEFINI-
TION OF SERVICES DESIRED ALONG WITH PROBABLE AND COMPATIBLE
OPERATIONS CONCEPTS. IN ADDITION, THE OUTPUTS OF THESE
INVESTIGATIONS CAN IDENTIFY, EARLY ON, POTENTIAL DATA MANAGE-
MENT ISSUES, KEY SETS OF DATA CHARACTERISTICS, PREVIOUS
APPROACHES THAT WERE EFFECTIVE, AND ANY NEW TECHNOLOGIES THAT
MAY BE BENEFICIAL TO EXPLORE. AN IMPORTANT GUIDELINE RESULTING
FROM THIS INTEGRATED EFFORT IS TO IDENTIFY PERFORMANCE DRIVERS
AND TRADEOFFS NECESSARY FOR A SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENT EFFORT.
THESE METHODOLOGIES ARE PLAN_yFD T_ BE ASSESSED _V _PD, vT_ THEM
TO MISSIONS SUCH AS UARS, HITCHHIKER-G, EARTH OBSERVATION
SYSTEM, AND SPACE STATION PAYLOAD OPERATIONS.
2-167
SYSTEM ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY FOR
LARGE SCALE SYSTEMS
OBJECTIVE
o DEVELOP METHODOLOGIES FOR GENERATING AND ASSESSING
- ALTERNATIVE DATA MANAGEMENT/HANDLING SYSTEMS
- MISSION OPERATIONS CONCEPTS
APPROACH AND PRODUCTS
0 DEVELOP SYSTEM ENGINEERING "TOOL KIT"
- GENERATE GENERIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL MODEL '84
- DEVELOP REFERENCE DATA BASE '85-'85
DATA SET CHARACTERISTICS
EXPERIENCE WITH PAST MISSIONS
NEW TECHNOLOGIES
POTENTIAL DATA MANAGEMENT ISSUES
0 DEVELOP AND EVALUATE METHODOLOGY
- DEVELOP SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO DEFINING
DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY '84
MISSION OPERATIONS CONCEPT '84
- DESIGN AND DEVELOP COMPUTER TOOL '85-'86
TO AID INTEGRATION OF METHODOLOGY STEPS
- APPLY METHODOLOGY TO MISSIONS (UARS, HITCHHIKER-G,
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1, IDENTIFY, GROUP & DESCRIBE END-TO-END DATA SYSTEM
FUNCTIONS
2, IDENTIFY, GROUP & CHARACTERIZE DATA SYSTEM USERS AND
USER SERVICES
3, COLLECT INSTRUMENT-RELATED, OPERATIONS-RELATED
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS BY INSTRUMENT/USER PAIR
0 REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
4, RELATE USER SERVICES TO DATA SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
5, ASSIGN USER PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS BY USER SERVICE
TO DATA SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
6, AMALGAMATE FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ACROSS USER SERVICE
BY INSTRUMENT
0 REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
7, ESTABLISH FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE ACROSS INSTRUMENTS

























SYSTEMS ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY FOR LARGE SCALE SYSTEMS
NEXT STEP - APPLICATION TO EARTH OBSERVATION SYSTEM (EOS)
o CHALLENGE
- STUDIES IN EARTH SCIENCE REQUIRE ANALYTIC AND CORRELATIVE
STUDIES OF DATA FROM PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE MISSIONS,
DATA PREPROCESSING AND DELIVERY, DATA ARCHIVING, SCIENCE
PROCESSING, AND AUTOMATED DATA COLLECTION/LOCATION (ADCLS)
ARE KEY ELEMENTS OF EOS,
0 APPROACH
- DEVELOP PROTOTYPE COMPUTER TOOL (PC TYPE DATABASE &
SPREADSHEET), TEST USING UARS DATA
- CONDUCT SURVEY OF GSFC SCIENTISTS FOR MOST LIKELY EOS
INSTRUMENTS (E,G,, LASA, HMMR, MODIS) TO IDENTIFY
ANTICIPATED EOS USER COMMUNITY
SERVICES EXPECTED
GENERIC FUNCTIONS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE SERVICES
GENERIC PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTES OF SERVICES
(DEVELOP USER SERVICE VS, PERFORMANCE MATRIX)
- IDENTIFY CRITICAL PERFORMANCE DRIVERS AND TRADEOFFS
2-175
Affiliation
CQml_Jter Science and Data Systems Symposium
Telephone-
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